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"Abduction Sweep Launched against Displaced Families in Deir Ballout Camp"

•

325 Palestinian Families in Deir Ballout Camp Concerned over their Condition with
Advent of Winter

•

Palestinians from Syria in Lebanon Appeal for Return to Homeland

•

Palestinian Refugee Jamal Ahmad Na’im Secretly Held in Syrian Gov’t Jails since
2015

Latest Developments
An arrest sweep has been launched by opposition outfits in Syria,
escorted by Turkish gendarmerie, in Deir Ballout Camp in Afrin’s
outskirts, north of Aleppo.
A curfew has been slapped in the area at the same time as residential
tents have been subjected to intensive searches.

The sweep culminated in the abduction of 10 unidentified persons.
150 names figure on a blacklist of wanted persons to be arrested by
the opposition squads on allegations of incitement against the
Turkish authorities.
On September 8, 2018 A couple of days earlier, police forces from
Jindires town, northwest of Aleppo, arrested the Palestinian refugee
Mohamed Eid Noufel, nicknamed Abu AlThawrah and deported
from southern Damascus to Deir Ballout Camp, north of Syria.
On August 13, Turkish soldiers escorted by Faylak AlSham group
cordoned off Deir Ballout and AlMuhammadiya refugee camps in
Afrin, north of Aleppo, and arrested 12 people.

On May 25, 2018, AlShamiya Front arrested the Palestinian refugee
Atiyeh Mohamed Mahmoud.
Meanwhile, over 325 displaced Palestinian families in Deir
Ballout Camp have expressed concerns over their fate as a freezing
winter season has been around the corner.
The families lashed out at the apathy maintained by UNRWA, the
Palestinian Authority, and all other concerned bodies regarding
their tragic situation.
Displaced Palestinian and Syrian families sheltered north of Syria
have sounded alarm bells over the acute damage wrought by sewage
disposal poured near their refugee camps, which have already been
gripped with a poor infrastructure.

The displaced families warned of the life-threatening diseases
wrought by poisonous rodents and unpleasant smells stemming
from contaminated sewage.
A set of structures built by the families to prevent sewage downpours
from swamping their tents in AlMuhamadiya and Deir Ballout
camps was demolished by opposition and Turkish squads.

The families continue to appeal to the Turkish authorities and relief
institutions to make urgent steps in order to rinse out waste water,
enhance hygiene in the area, and provide them with much-needed
relief items.
Palestinian refugees sheltered north of Syria have been enduring a
tragic situation. Most of them have been crammed in poorlyequipped tents and denied their rights to vital services.
In the meantime, Palestinian refugees from Syria in Lebanon
continue to launch a cry for help, raising fears over their unknown
fate and precarious situation in the Lebanese territories.
In appeals circulated on social media networks, the refugees called
for staging rallies outside of Europe-based embassies to push for
dispatching refugees from Lebanon to their motherland--Palestine-or to European countries pending heir return to their homeland.
Along the same line, Palestinian refugee Jamal Ahmad Na’im,
born in 1987, has been enduring a mysterious fate in Syrian
government prisons, where he has been locked up for three years.

His fate and condition remain unknown. He was kidnapped at the
Ibn Naifs checkpoint, in Damascus on September 24, 2015.
A couple of years ago, reports said he was last seen in Sednaya
prison.
AGPS documented the detention of 1,696 Palestinians in Syrian
government prisons, including 108 women and girls.

